TRADE MARKER
TRADEMARK SEARCH
IN ONE CLICK
Current Trademark Examination Process

New trademark | Extract tags manually | Find trademarks with similar tags | Find image similarity manually

Manual, Slow & Imprecise
OUR SOLUTION

To use novel AI approach in order to almost fully automate this process
Our Process

- Image Similarity
- Manual Tags Similarity
- Automated Tags Similarity
- Text Similarity
The current examination method, using Vienna Classification
Automated Tags Similarity

By comparing tags that were extracted from **Google VisionAPI**
Using **Clarifai**, with machine learning techniques
Using **Dice coefficient** to compare trademarks’ text.

Sørensen–Dice Index: 0.7778
TradeMarker in Action
TradeMarker in Action

easy
simple
fast

TRADEMARK SEARCH IN ONE CLICK
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THANKS!

Any questions?

You can find us at

{idanmos, matanru, orenw} @post.bgu.ac.il